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CHAPTER 8

A Humanist Blockbuster: Jacob Bronowski and The Ascent of Man
Alexander Hall

The Ascent of Man was a thirteen-part television documentary series first broadcast by
the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) in 1973. Written and presented by the polymath,
Jacob Bronowski, the series traced the development of human society across history, via its
understanding of science. Beginning with the evolution of hominids and coming right up to
date covering cutting-edge scientific endeavours, such as genetics and cloning (EP12), the
series covered the scientific ideas Bronowski believed to have most transformed humanity.
The series was intended to convey its author’s personal view, and as such, presented a
humanist and progressive vision of science, which situated humans within a grand
evolutionary narrative. The series was pioneering for many reasons; amongst others, its use
of filming locations all over the world, its big budget generated via a co-production
agreement and its use of state of the art computer graphics. The show and accompanying
book of the series were well received, and subsequently the series was widely sold to
television stations across the world.
The series was integral to the emergence of a format for primetime non-fiction
documentary television, which is still in use today. These documentaries, referred to
forthwith as ‘humanist blockbusters’, are big budget documentaries that utilise a grand
narrative centred on the progressive nature of scientific discovery, and rely on spectacular
visuals and the language of awe. They use scientific theory to show that humans are not
fundamentally different from other animals; while also maintaining a form of human

exceptionalism, with scientific endeavour along with other cultural phenomena used to argue
that humans are distinct from and superior to other species. This approach and narrative
structure is part of a much longer tradition, which stretches back to a popular 19th century
approach for communicating evolutionary science, known as the evolutionary epic.
This chapter questions whether the adoption of the evolutionary epic narrative for a
television audience, via The Ascent of Man, affected popular public opinion on the
relationship between science and religion. I ask if Bronowski’s attempt to situate science
within human society, as an endeavour connected to art, human emotion and politics,
forwarded a more nuanced understanding of the relationship between science and religion?
Or, did the connection of Western scientific development with a humanist tradition actually
help to further the popular conception that science and religion are necessarily in conflict?
The chapter begins by giving an overview of the BBC’s post-war programmes on
biological evolution, showing the wide range of approaches and positions on science and
religion taken across this corpus. In doing so, I show that Brooke’s complexity thesis can be
usefully applied beyond the realm of print culture, for which it was initially conceived.
However, the vast majority of BBC shows on biological evolution have not discussed religion
at all. Therefore it is argued that when considering the BBC’s programming on evolution the
model today most popularly referred to as “Non-Overlapping Magisteria” (NOMA), after the
biologist Stephen J Gould’s work in the 1990s, may be more apt. Yet in this framing,
Bronowski, and indeed Gould himself, are merely rearticulating ideas on the separation of
science and religion, which have been prevalent in Anglo-American culture since the 19th
century.
Next I briefly present the history of scientific, religious and humanist broadcasting at
the BBC. Introducing the chapter’s protagonist, Jacob Bronowski (1908-1974), I show how
his earliest broadcasts at the corporation were in line with an earlier tradition of scientific

humanism as developed by the biologist and science populariser Julian Huxley (1887-1975),
who in turn was influenced by a suite of late 19th century popularisers, most notably his
grandfather, biologist Thomas Henry Huxley (1825-1895). The chapter then analyses The
Ascent of Man, its reception and subsequent widespread influence. I make the argument that
it should be considered a foundational humanist blockbuster, and conclude that while this
approach to science documentary may treat religion as a separate other, as per Gould’s
NOMA model, we should not assume that this approach is amenable to all. It is likely to
alienate specific sectors of its intended audience, and as such highlights that NOMA is not
always a model centred on compatibility or accommodation.
Situating The Ascent of Man
Between 1945 and 2009, the BBC broadcast over 1,100 individual television and
radio shows about biological evolution (FIG 8.1).1 Across this corpus of shows, a wide
spectrum of positions on the relationship between evolution and religion can be found; from
shows that focus on conflict, such as a 1965 radio version of the play, Inherit the Wind, about
the 1925 Scopes Monkey Trial,2 to those centred on compatibility between religion and
science, such as a 1951 lecture series by the Reverend Charles E. Raven on Science and the
Christian Man.3 Given this variety, the corpus of post-war BBC shows about evolution
supports the complexity thesis: the idea that the relationship between science and religion, or
at least in this instance evolution and religion, should be viewed within the changing
circumstances where each episode occurred, as defined by each particular historical situation,
the beliefs of those involved, and the ideas of the scientific and religious figures vested in
debates.4 Prior studies have largely explored complexity in the relationship between science
and religion with regards to print culture, by considering radio and television this chapter
extends the application of this approach, and shows that the complexity thesis is both valid

and useful in helping us to understand the depiction of science and religion across non-print
media.

Figure 8.1: BBC shows about evolution by year. BBC Genome Project, accessed November
19, 2018, http://genome.ch.bbc.co.uk/ and BBC Handbooks, online at British Online Archives,
accessed November 13, 2018 https://microform.digital/boa/collections/6/volumes/10/bbc-handbooksv

Despite the diversity of positions covered across the BBC’s programming on
evolution, we can identify some normative positions prevalent across the whole corpus.
Firstly, although some shows questioned specific aspects of scientific theory, all of the shows
in the corpus accept the science behind contemporaneous evolutionary theory. Secondly,
nearly all of the shows placed evolutionary theory within a wider framework of scientific
progressivism. And finally, the vast majority of these programmes are not about evolution
and religion. In fact, just over 7% of the shows the BBC made about biological evolution
between 1945 and 2009 also contained content about religion.5 Therefore, if we are thinking
about generalised theses or models for the BBC’s output on biological evolution, given that
over 90% of episodes about evolution did not also contain content about religion, it may be a
model of separate spheres or domains to which we turn.

The idea that science and religion occupy distinct domains, is today most popularly
associated with Stephen J. Gould’s moniker, Non-Overlapping Magisteria (NOMA), a term
the biologist coined in a 1997 magazine essay, in which he stated that science and religion
should “not be in conflict, for their teachings occupy distinctly different domains”.6 However
Gould’s NOMA, was only the latest iteration of a call to keep religion and science separate,
which has been prominent in Western culture since at least the late nineteenth century.7
While this model has been critiqued by both religious and atheistic commentators,8 it persists
as a popular position amongst those working in science communication. Thus, while Gould’s
NOMA formulation came after much of the corpus of BBC shows on evolution was created
(FIG 8.1), its central tenet—the separation of science and religion—has long been influential
amongst those creating content on popular science in the UK.
While the absence of religion in the majority of these BBC broadcasts about evolution
may align with the idea of NOMA, we cannot assume that NOMA itself is always a model
centred on compatibility, harmony or even at a minimum accommodation. With this in mind,
the 1973 BBC/Time-Life series, The Ascent of Man, presents an interesting case study. It is
one of the only television programmes in the period that, while not focussing on evolution
and religion per se, still took an explicit position on the implications for traditional religious
beliefs in light of modern evolutionary theory.
Science, Religion and Humanism on the BBC
In the late 1960s when discussion for a new “History of Science” series began, 9 onair discussion of humanism on BBC television and radio was still largely restricted.10 In the
immediate post-war years, humanist organisations repeatedly appealed to the BBC to receive
more broadcast time for their worldview.11 Although by the mid-1960s the Religion
Department was beginning to give more airtime to some non-traditional Christian
denominations and other religions, such as Judaism, official BBC policy still retained a

special position for Christian religious broadcasting.12 As detailed in a recent paper by
historian of science Robert Bud,13 this longstanding opposition to humanism being allowed
proportionate representation alongside religious programming at the BBC resulted in its
emergence across other areas of BBC programming. Aspects of the worldview popped up on
shows made by departments as diverse as Radio Talks and Schools Education;14 yet wherever
humanist worldviews did receive airtime, they were almost always contrasted against, or
profiled alongside, more traditional Christian beliefs. For example, when Julian Huxley
pitched a radio talk about humanism in 1943, he was given the go-ahead only on the premise
that the talk was one of a series of three, with his talk on “Scientific Humanism” being
followed by talks on “Classical Humanism” and “Christian Humanism”.15 One area where
humanist views managed to avoid this dichotomous framing was in scientific programming,
where, as outlined by Bud, from the 1930s onwards a form of “scientific humanism” emerged
and came to dominate the BBC’s scientific output.16 Spearheaded by evolutionary biologist
Julian Huxley and BBC Features Producer Mary Adams,
[c]ollectively these widely attended-to talks defined a series of related discourses which together
promoted the interestingness of science. They went beyond this, however, to deal with the major issues
of religion, civilization and the nature of knowledge. In this way they could be seen as using talk about
science as a proxy for scientific humanism. 17

As radio programming on science developed during the 1930s, this way of talking about
science in society, rather than as an abstract entity separate from everyday life, quickly
became the modus operandi for science features at the BBC.18 So much so, that when the
BBC came to review broadcasts on science in 1949, the physicist Mark Oliphant lamented:
What I would like to see is some break-away from the perpetual theme of ‘science and society’, with
the inevitable excursions of the scientist into fields of politics where he does not shine, towards an
attempt to present science as natural philosophy, as a way of life and culture in its own right. I
believe it can be done.19

However, the science in society approach lent itself well to the visual aspect of the new
medium of television, which after a wartime hiatus was being rolled out nationwide. Thus,
despite Oliphant and others’ perhaps well placed misgivings about the BBC’s focus on
applied science at the expense of “the fundamental science on which it rests” and the
subsequent drive to redress this imbalance, the science in society approach continued to
proliferate in the post-war years.20
During the formal review of broadcasts on science, on which Oliphant was
commenting in 1949, Jacob Bronowski sent the BBC an unsolicited application, offering his
services in a self-proposed new role as a BBC science advisor. Since 1946 Bronowski had
been a regular on BBC radio, so was already familiar to senior figures at the organisation.21
In this application Bronowski stated: “[i]f non-scientists are to blame for their neglect of
science, then scientists cannot escape as great a blame for their ignorance of literature, the
arts, and the general place of their work in culture and in history.”22 Unsurprisingly, given the
contradiction between this view and that concurrently being put forward to the General
Advisory Council by Oliphant, Bronowski was politely turned down by the BBC.23
The ideology of scientific humanism first iterated on the BBC by Huxley and his
humanist peers in the 1930s, is clearly evident in Bronowski’s earliest broadcasts on the
BBC, most notably in a series of radio talks broadcast during the late 1940s. In one of these
broadcasts, on “Unbelief and Science” in Victorian Britain,24 Bronowski argued that,
“Huxley and Clifford and Tyndall and their fellow scientists had undermined the popular
basis of belief almost unnoticed and left it hollow and ready for a landslide.”25 Other radio
lectures by Bronowski during this period, included titles such as “The Common Sense of
Science” and “Evolution and Religion”.26 Jacob Bronowski was a younger contemporary of
Huxley, and the two regularly appeared on the popular BBC panel show The Brain’s Trust.
The career path pioneered by Huxley was instrumental in providing a route for Bronowski to

follow, and both figures are inextricably linked with the twentieth-century popularisation of
scientific humanism in Britain.27
By the late 1960s, the fact that humanist, and even atheist, worldviews were receiving
airtime via the backdoor by being parachuted into the content of other departments was wellknown within the BBC,28 and most acutely felt by senior figures in the Religion Department
who were grappling to remain relevant in an increasingly plural and secularised society.29
The Ascent of Man
After the success of Kenneth Clark’s Civilisation, an ambitious 13-part series that told
the history of man through art, first broadcast in 1969, the Director of BBC 2 television,
David Attenborough, was keen to produce a successful follow-up for the fledgling channel.
Head of Features at the BBC, Aubrey Singer, had been surprised that a “scientific man” such
as Attenborough had tackled art before science, and pushed the Director to commission a
follow on series that focused on the history of man’s scientific endeavours.30
Bronowski had previously worked with Singer on the pioneering 1960 BBC TV
documentary series Insight, which explored our “new understanding of nature” and was one
of the first BBC television series dedicated to the development of science.31 Thus, Bronowski
emerged as the first and obvious choice to front the new “Story of Science” series.32 When
Bronowski was approached, he didn’t agree immediately and during negotiations in the
summer of 1969, while conceding to adhere to a historical structure, he signed-up on the
condition that he could “present scientific ideas as the progressive solutions of major
problems”, through a “personal frame”.33 By the late 1960s Bronowski’s desire “to create a
philosophy for the twentieth century which shall be all of one piece”,34 had already been
expounded and developed across several popular books, with many echoes of the seemingly

novel ideas and structure used in The Ascent of Man evident as early as 1951’s The Common
Sense of Science.35
Despite Bronowski submitting an in-depth outline and synopsis for the series as early
as August 1969, and the series being subtitled “A Personal View”, the final script, structure
and production of the series was influenced by a vast range of experts. As well as direction
from the large production team and extensive research by BBC staff, the series also relied on
a number of external consultants from a diverse range of disciplines and institutions,
including historian of science Colin Ronan.36 While this resulted in a series that was not as
hagiographical or ‘whiggish’ as other popular accounts of the history of science—in the first
episode Bronowski credits the Mayan’s for their sophisticated astronomy and mathematics,
developed independently of the Old World37 —it remains a paternalistic account, centred on
an inherently progressive narrative of Euro-centric science.
Starting with the title, itself a play on Charles Darwin’s 1871 The Descent of Man, the
series made the bold assertion that the history of science was inextricably linked to the
history of human evolution.38 While Bronowski avoided the popular, but incorrect depiction
of biological evolution as directional, his unashamedly progressive narrative of man’s
cultural evolution, a phenomenon he determined as completely separate from our biological
evolution, on occasion inevitably slipped into the teleological.39
Beginning with proto-apes in Episode 1 and coming right up to date with an episode
on genetics and cloning (Episode 12), the series thematically skipped across the scientific
ideas Bronowski thought had most transformed humanity. Despite its novel structure that
dealt with historical scientific developments thematically across the series, rather than strictly
chronologically, or by discipline (FIG 8.2), the narrative arc of The Ascent of Man followed a
format already familiar to audiences. In situating humans within a grand evolutionary
narrative, what the biologist E.O. Wilson called an “evolutionary epic”,40 Bronowski’s

progressive story of humanity aligned with a tradition that historians of science have traced
back to the early nineteenth century.41 Bronowski deliberately aimed to situate scientific
progress and discovery within its cultural context, often connecting it directly to other human
endeavours, such as art and poetry (FIG 8.2).

Figure 8.2: Table listing all of the episodes of The Ascent of Man and their constituent scenes. “The
Ascent of Man – Viewing Notes”, BBC DVD/BBC Worldwide, 2005.

In the opening shots of the first episode, which ran prior to the title sequence,42
Bronowski gave the viewer an idea of what was to come; explicitly framing the narrative to
follow:
Man is a singular creature. He has a set of gifts which make him unique among the animals, so that
unlike them he is not a figure in the landscape, he is the shaper of the landscape…[N]ature, that is
evolution, has not fitted man to any specific environment…he has a rather crude survival kit, and yet
this is the paradox of the human condition: one that fits him to all environments. His imagination, his
reason, his emotional subtlety and toughness make it possible for him, not to accept the environment,
but to change it, and that series of inventions by which man from age to age has re-made his
environment is a different kind of evolution; not biological, but cultural evolution. I call that brilliant
sequence of cultural peaks, The Ascent of Man.43

First broadcast in the UK on May 5th, 1973, the episode began the series with a sweeping
depiction of Homo sapiens’ evolution. The viewer at home was left in no doubt about the
scientific, humanist and, at points, atheistic story Bronowski was about to tell, as speaking
from the East African Rift valley, he stated:
The ancient stories used to put the creation of man into a golden age and a beautiful legendary
landscape. If I were telling the story of Genesis now I should be standing in the Garden of Eden, but
this is manifestly not the garden of Eden, and yet I am at the navel of the world, at the birth place of
man here in the East African Rift valley near the equator, and if this ever was a Garden of Eden, why it
withered millions of years ago.44

The depiction of science in The Ascent of Man was somewhat at odds with wider
social, political and media trends at the time. During the late 1960s and into the early 1970s,
“[t]he scientific establishment became increasingly concerned about negative and critical
attitudes towards science. Talk of a ‘crisis’ and fears of ‘anti-science’ were widespread.”
Other BBC science programmes in the period reflected more closely the prevalent concerns
of the day; for example shows such as Controversy (1971-1975), on which scientific experts

and a studio audience could discuss and disagree on controversial scientific subjects.45Yet the
progressive arc of Bronowski’s series did not completely evade discussion of scientific
controversy or the moral and ethical implications of scientific practice and discoveries. In
particular, at the end of Episode 11 on “Knowledge or Certainty”, Bronowski addressed
scientists’ role in the creation of the atomic bomb. Episode 11 famously culminated with
Bronowski standing in a tailings pond containing human ash at the former Nazi concentration
camp of Auschwitz. Earlier in this purposefully visually and audibly visceral scene,
Bronowski recalled:
I had not long been back from Hiroshima, when I heard someone say in [Leo] Szilard’s presence, that
it was the tragedy of scientists that their discoveries were used for destruction. Szilard replied, as he
more than anyone else had the right to reply, that it was not the tragedy of scientists, it is the tragedy
of mankind.46

This quote is indicative of other instances during the series, when such moral dimensions are
discussed, whereby Bronowski reserves neutrality for correct scientific endeavour. Despite
many references to the messiness and contingency of science, and the connections between
science and other cultural endeavours; ultimately Bronowski implored the audience to believe
in a Baconian vision of science as value free and neutral.47 In the final episode Bronowski
stated that “knowledge is our destiny,” and warns those in the West to “not retreat from
knowledge,” but to embrace our position as “nature’s unique experiment to make the rational
intelligence prove itself sounder than the reflex.”48 Much like Huxley’s scientific humanism
before him, for Bronowski moral and ethical implications were for society as a whole to deal
with and scientists themselves were only one part of this discussion. Indeed, Bronowski’s
selective representation of Leo Szilard, and more generally his other popular works
promoting the redemptive power of science, have been criticised by academics, who have
noted the mythmaking and hypocrisy presented; especially given Bronowski’s own personal
involvement in ballistics and bombing during the war.49

Reception
The Ascent of Man received plaudits from the popular press and the general public at
large, with one BBC report estimating that 30% of the adult viewing population of the UK—
some 10-12 million people50 —saw at least one episode of the series during 1973-74.51
Subsequently, the series was widely syndicated and aired on television stations across the
world, from Sweden to Australia. The show’s launch was accompanied by a large-scale, coordinated press and media campaign, which included essay versions of the episodes
published in the BBC’s magazine, The Listener, and radio appearances by Bronowski
promoting the show.52 A repeat run of the series in November 1973 was preceded by
Bronowski appearing on the primetime BBC chat show Parkinson, and accompanied by the
launch of the book of the series in December 1973.53
In the national press, when it was mentioned, the series as a whole was well
received,54 and in due course Bronowski was rewarded, winning the 1973 Writers’ Guild
Award for best documentary script, and a silver medal at the 1974 Royal Television Society
Awards.55 Praise was lauded not only on Bronowski himself, but also on the “superb
professional talent” in the Features Department, including the producers Adrian Malone and
Dick Gilling, the cutting edge graphics and filming techniques utilised, and the BBC itself,
the only “broadcasting organisation in the world which could have undertaken it and
succeeded.”56
Perhaps surprisingly given the occasional ad hominem swipes Bronowski took at
organised religion—“the Bible is a curious history, part folklore, part record,”57— the British
religious press made little comment on the series. Where covered, criticism raised largely
centred on the narrative and visual style of the series:
I am not qualified to criticise all this as science, but as a critic of television I should say that it was too
lavish, too voluble, too arbitrary and too bedizened with images to make any clear impression, save

that of the Doctor pontificating from a studio witches' den of cauldrons, flames and bubbles, when he
was not stepping out around the world. 58

Even more notable was a complete lack of mention of the series in the most popular humanist
magazine of the day, The Freethinker.59 Although that is not to say the humanist overtones of
the series went unnoticed, with The Times’ preview of the final episode in the series referring
to it as a “humanist epilogue”.60
BBC audience research reports on the series largely reflect the media coverage, on the
whole positively reviewing both the content and the ambitious presentation of the series.
Notably however, the reports reveal that most viewers interpreted the series simply as a
history of man and his scientific development, rather than Bronowski’s own objective to
create “a philosophy for the twentieth century, bringing together the experience of the arts
and the discoveries of science.” Individual gripes were aired, such as by a Parson, who
complained about Bronowski’s “anti-religious dogmatism”, but of much more concern to
those surveyed was that the intellectual level of the series was too complex.61 Likewise, while
letters in the popular press criticised aspects as wide ranging as Bronowski’s chauvinistic
overtones, through to the historical accuracy of particular scenes,62 few, if any raised
concerns about the religious implications of his worldview.

Figure 8.3: Punch magazine cartoon criticising The Ascent of Man. Bernard Hollowood, "Ascent my
foot!" Punch, May 16, 1973. Reproduced with permission of Punch Ltd., www.punch.co.uk.

Overwhelmingly, the main criticisms levelled at the series, were about the
oversimplification of historical developments and the overstretch of what science can, and
does, tell us about our society and physical world. This argument was made in both popular
forums, such as the Punch cartoon above (FIG 8.3), and academic forums, such as an
American Anthropologist review of the series’ US airing, which complained of the
“ubiquitously naïve ethnocentrism” and referred to the series as an advertisement for
culture.63 Yet despite these initial criticisms, the series and the subsequent book, which was
still on non-fiction bestseller charts late into 1975,64 retained a continued popularity and went
on to influence future non-fiction television programming, the formative field of science
communication, and in turn, popular narratives on scientific progressivism.
Influence
The pre-production and production files for The Ascent of Man chart with great detail
the intricacies, challenges and contingencies of producing such ground-breaking television.
The series was pioneering for many reasons; among others, its use of multiple exotic filming
locations, its massive budget generated via a co-production agreement between the BBC and

the US Time-Life productions worth approximately £420,000,65 and its use of cutting-edge
computer graphics to illustrate some of the most abstract scientific concepts introduced. Big
budget documentary series were very much in the ascendency during the period, as the
format of scientific documentary developed. As the media historian Jean Seaton has stated:
“[t]hey cost a lot, but they made television into a mature medium.”66 And while The Ascent of
Man is part of this wider trend, which included other BBC 2 output from the period such as
Civilisation (1969) and America (1972), it was also a foundational broadcast in a smaller
subset of documentaries, which I have named humanist blockbusters. Aligning somewhat
with the category of “blue-chip” wildlife films, which media studies scholar Derek Bousé has
singled out for their reliance on visual splendour and dramatic storyline, while not matching
these films for their marked absence of politics or historical reference points, The Ascent of
Man does similarly rely heavily on an airbrushed and mythic narrative of science and its
history.67
Humanist blockbusters are big budget non-fiction documentaries with multiple,
typically exotic, filming locations, cutting edge graphic technologies, and are often coproductions between different media companies. They use science to help situate humanity’s
place within the universe, using a grand narrative centred on the progressive, and often
redemptive, nature of scientific discovery. They rely on a language originally developed in a
religious context, that of awe and spectacle, and use scientific theory to argue against any
special place for humanity in the universe. Yet while they do this they maintain some element
or form of human exceptionalism, which argues that we are not merely any old animal
species.
Humanist blockbusters not only share stylistic, format and production norms, but they
also share a common lineage that can be traced via direct patronage, commissioning editors,
production teams, BBC departments and public scientists back to Bronowski’s The Ascent of

Man. For example, beyond the direct connection of David Attenborough between The Ascent
of Man and 1979’s worldwide success Life on Earth, there are numerous other staffing
overlaps. In fact, during the long gestation period during which Life on Earth emerged, The
Ascent of Man was regularly referred to by the production team, as they looked to develop a
style of documentary that was less superficial than leading US productions.68 Furthermore, as
their careers progressed many of the original production team from The Ascent of Man moved
to the US and were instrumental in globalising this very particular brand of documentary.
Most notably Carl Sagan’s Cosmos: A Personal Voyage (1980) was directed by The Ascent of
Man Producer Adrian Malone, and co-director and cameraman Mick Jackson, before making
it in Hollywood, worked on a number of US TV documentaries, including writing and
directing an episode of Nova, a series itself modelled on the long running BBC science series
Horizon.69
Conclusion
While the blockbuster elements of The Ascent of Man may have been driven as much
by the production team’s ambition and emergent technologies, as Bronowski’s desire for a
grand narrative, the scientific humanism at the centre of the series was part of a longer
tradition. How Bronowski spoke about science, embedded in society and imbued with
scientific materialism and scientific humanist ideals was directly influenced by the work of
earlier popularisers and producers, most notably Julian Huxley and Mary Adams. While the
narrative arc of the series, whether knowingly or not, adapted the nineteenth-century science
popularisers’ evolutionary epic to the relatively new medium of television.
Although in this series Bronowski’s humanist position was up front and fairly
explicit, as the format for the humanist blockbuster coalesced, and the wider genre of science
documentary progressed, the grand narrative of the evolutionary epic remained, while the
notion that this was one of many philosophical positions or worldviews simply became part

of the furniture. For example, in subsequent series in this mode, such as Attenborough’s Life
on Earth not only is reference to religion completely absent, references to other aspects of
human culture such as art are also vastly reduced. Yet at the same time a scientific
progressivism, the religious language of awe, and a call to marvel at the beauty of nature,
which is deeply rooted in a natural theological tradition all remain in the centre ground.70
Overall, when considered as a whole, the great variety of BBC output which has dealt
with evolutionary biology clearly supports Brooke’s complexity thesis, showing that this
approach, which was originally developed in regard to nineteenth century print culture, is a
useful and valid way to investigate twentieth-century interactions between science and
religion across different media. However in The Ascent of Man, one of the most influential
science programmes the BBC has ever made, an implicit conflict position on the relationship
between science and religion was taken. This is not an obvious conflict position of necessary
or inherent conflict that we may recognise as a legacy of Draper and White, but a more
normative nuanced position. Evolutionary science is presented as occasionally incompatible
with religion, as largely separate from and superior to religion, and, ultimately, as
superseding it as part of a grand evolutionary narrative of humanity’s progressive climb.
While considering BBC television documentaries on evolution has highlighted the
general validity of applying the complexity thesis to twentieth century multimedia, an indepth analysis of The Ascent of Man has further reinforced the central tenets of recent
historical scholarship on the relationship between science and religion. Namely, that when
considering the relationship between these two vaguely-bounded, and often nebulous
approaches to understanding the world, meaningful understanding can only be garnered by
considering individual episodes in their complete social, cultural and political contexts.
Further, historians of science and religion must interrogate more than just the well-known,
contentious, or popular episodes from history. For as we have seen with The Ascent of Man,

even the seeming absence of religion—or equally in other cases, science—does not mean that
the media artefact in question did not take a normative position on the relationship between
science and religion, which in turn may have been extremely influential. So while The Ascent
of Man, and the humanist blockbusters that followed, can be considered to fit into a separate
spheres or domains model, we must remember that for significant sectors of the intended
audience, this depiction of science may be considered a position of conflict. For the absence
of religion in these science documentaries does not mean that they are not promoting other,
often competing worldviews; here, science is aligned with progressive materialism,
humanism and sometimes by implication atheism.
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